Philosophical Pathways
Science and Technology

PHL 325. Scientific Reasoning (4)
PHL 371. Philosophies of China (4)
PHL 417. Feminist Philosophies (3)
PHL 439. Philosophy of Nature (3)
PHL 440. Environmental Ethics (3)
PHL 443. World Views and Environmental Values (3)
PHL 448. Native American Philosophies (3)  
[becomes 4 credits winter 2015]
PHL 451. Knowledge and Reality (3)
PHL 470. Philosophy of Science (3)
PHL 474. Philosophy of Biology (4)

Courses numbered PHL 299, 399, and 499 (Special Topics) as well as PHL 407 (Seminar) and PHL 411 (Great Figures) vary in their content from term to term, and will sometimes satisfy the Diversity, Value Theory, or Metaphysics/Epistemology requirements. To determine whether a particular course of this type may be counted toward a particular degree requirement, ask your professor.